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Abstract: Amid the ongoing global warming crisis, there has been growing interest in hydrogen
energy as an environmentally friendly energy source to achieve carbon neutrality. A stable and
large-scale hydrogen storage infrastructure is essential to satisfy the increasing demand for hydrogen
energy. Particularly for hydrogen refueling stations located in urban areas, technological solutions
are required to ensure the stability of adjacent civil structures in the event of hydrogen storage tank
explosions. In this study, a numerical analysis using equivalent trinitrotoluene (TNT) and Concrete
Damage Plasticity (CDP) models was employed to analyze the dynamic behavior of the ground
in response to hydrogen gas explosions in shallow underground hydrogen storage facilities and
to assess the stability of nearby structures against explosion effects. According to the simulation
results, it was possible to ensure the structural stability of nearby buildings and tunnel structures by
maintaining a minimum separation distance. In the case of nearby building structures, a distance
of at least 6 to 7 m is needed to be maintained from the underground hydrogen storage facility to
prevent explosion damage from a hydrogen gas explosion. For nearby tunnel structures, a distance
of at least 10 m is required to ensure structural stability.

Keywords: underground hydrogen storage; equivalent TNT; Concrete Damage Plasticity; minimum
safety distance

1. Introduction

Recently, as countries worldwide are striving to address the challenges of climate
change and global warming by promoting carbon neutrality, leading environmentally
friendly nations such as Europe, Japan, and Australia have implemented and announced
various policies to activate the hydrogen economy and transition their existing energy
infrastructure into eco-friendly energy systems [1,2]. For example, in 2019, the European
Union (EU) announced a plan to expand the supply of hydrogen and fuel cells by 2050
as part of its ‘Hydrogen Roadmap’, and Australia revitalized the hydrogen economy
by establishing a green hydrogen production and supply infrastructure [3]. In Korea,
there has been a concerted effort to transition towards a hydrogen economy since the
publication of the ‘Hydrogen Economy Activation Roadmap’ in 2019. The expansion of
hydrogen production and supply inevitably requires large-scale and reliable hydrogen
storage technologies. Storing large quantities of hydrogen above the ground raises concerns
about various safety hazards and explosion risks, as well as challenges in selecting suitable
sites for large-scale storage. Therefore, there is growing interest in underground hydrogen
storage methods [4].
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Underground hydrogen storage is considered to be the most stable and economical
method [5]. The Hydrogen Technology Collaboration Programme (TCP), a subsidiary
program of the International Energy Agency (IEA), emphasizes the essential role of un-
derground storage facility technologies after 2030 when a significant increase in global
hydrogen supply is expected [6]. The adoption of underground hydrogen storage technol-
ogy is even more essential in countries such as Korea, which has a limited land area and
high population density.

There are several methods of underground hydrogen storage, including salt caverns,
aquifers, depleted oil fields, and rock caverns. Salt cavern storage involves the creation
of cavities by dissolving underground salt layers, a method that has been successfully
employed in Germany and the United States. It is preferred because of its relatively low
construction cost and low risk of hydrogen leakage and contamination [7]. Depleted oil-
field storage is a method for storing hydrogen in geological structures that are left vacant
after gas and oil extraction. The aquifer storage method stores water using boreholes in an
area where a relatively low-permeability cover rock is developed in the upper part of the
aquifer and has an economic advantage, as it does not require artificial joint excavation.
Rock cavern storage involves artificially excavating cavities in hard rocks and lining them
with insulation materials and concrete to ensure stable energy storage.

Worldwide, projects and preliminary research related to hydrogen underground stor-
age have primarily focused on the salt cavern storage method [8–12]. The United States
operates three underground salt cavern hydrogen energy storage facilities in Texas, and
Utah aims to construct the world’s largest salt cavern hydrogen storage facility capable of
storing 1000 MWh of hydrogen energy by 2030. Some European countries with rich salt lay-
ers, such as Germany and Poland, have evaluated their geological conditions and hydrogen
storage potential [13–15]. France conducted geochemical modeling studies to understand
the impact of subsurface microorganisms on hydrogen loss [16]. In addition, studies have
been conducted to evaluate the hydrodynamic behavior of the bedrock constituting a
geological structure due to the injection of hydrogen [17–19].

However, it is noteworthy that hydrogen storage facilities utilizing salt caverns are
operational in very few countries, and many nations lack the geological conditions nec-
essary for constructing salt caverns (Figure 1). Therefore, there is a need in Korea for a
unique underground hydrogen storage system that utilizes concrete protective structures
at shallow depths, aligning with the country’s geological environment (Figure 2). Some
fundamental research in this regard is ongoing, such as the work by Papan et al. [20], who
conducted a numerical and experimental case study to investigate the dynamic charac-
teristics of the geological environment above a constructed highway tunnel, considering
vibration levels during blasting construction work. Additionally, they conducted an ad-
ditional experimental study using a small-scale model to provide a brief overview of the
dispersive attenuation of explosions [21].

Nevertheless, there remains a need for research on safety standards and ground vibra-
tion stability assessments concerning gas explosions in shallow underground hydrogen
storage facilities. Numerical simulation approaches for assessing the ground vibration
stability of nearby building structures against hydrogen gas explosions in underground
storage facilities can play a crucial role in determining the locations of underground hy-
drogen storage facilities in urban areas with high hydrogen fuel demand. Therefore, this
study conducted a numerical analysis using equivalent TNT models and Concrete Damage
Plasticity (CDP) models to analyze the dynamic behavior changes in the ground and the
damage to nearby tunnel lining structures caused by hydrogen gas explosions. Further-
more, this study suggests the minimum allowable safety distances from the storage facility
for various gas explosion accident scenarios and under different design conditions.
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2. Numerical Simulation

Three-dimensional numerical simulations are required to realistically simulate and
predict the damage to surrounding structures in various hydrogen explosion scenarios. In
this study, we utilized the nonlinear finite element analysis program Abaqus to evaluate
a gas explosion inside a hydrogen tank storage facility, the response behavior of the
surrounding ground, and the damage impact on nearby structures. A geometric model
was created using the Abaqus/CAE module and explosion simulations were performed
using the Abaqus/Explicit Solver.

2.1. Governing Equations

When numerically approaching phenomena that cause large deformations, such as
explosions, it is important to address contact and element distortion problems. These
element distortions can lead to analysis errors, and one effective way to solve this problem
is to use the Coupled Eulerian Lagrangian (CEL) modeling technique. The CEL modeling
technique was first proposed by Noh [24], who demonstrated that issues related to element
distortion and the flow of Lagrangian materials can be alleviated when describing the
motion of microvolume elements over time by combining the advantages of Lagrangian
and Eulerian techniques [25]. In the calculation of the CEL modeling method, the Euler
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and Lagrange meshes can be set simultaneously, depending on the specific problem, and a
penalty function combination is applied at the interface. The governing equations consist
of the continuity, momentum, and energy conservation equations [26,27]:

Dρ

Dt
+ ρ∇ · v =

∂ρ

∂t
+ v · ∇ρ + ρ∇ · v = 0 (1)

ρ
Dv
Dt

= ∇ · σ + ρ · b (2)

ρ
DE
Dt

= σ · .
ε + ρ

.
Q (3)

where Dρ/Dt and ∂ρ/∂t are the material and spatial time derivatives of ρ, respectively, ρ is
the density of air (kg/m3),∇ is a vector differential operator, v is the airflow vector, σ is the
Cauchy stress tensor (Pa), b is the unit resultant force tensor, E is energy (J),

.
ε is train rate,

and
.

Q is heat conductivity (W/(m·K)).

2.2. Material Model
2.2.1. Equivalent TNT Model, Jones–Wilkins–Lee Equation of State Model

In the simulation of hydrogen gas explosions, prior research has been conducted to
indirectly predict the explosion pressure using the equivalent trinitrotoluene (TNT) model.
The following empirical equation was employed in these studies [28–30]:

MTNT =
E

QTNT
= ηM f

QH2

QTNT
(4)

where MTNT is the equivalent mass of TNT (kg), Mf is the mass of stored hydrogen (kg),
E is the explosion energy (kJ), QTNT is the calorific value of TNT (4.6 MJ/kg), and QH2 is
the calorific value of hydrogen (119.93 MJ/kg). η refers to the explosion yield contributing
to the explosion in the gas cloud, and Lopes and Melo [31] estimated the explosion yield
(yield of the vapor cloud explosions) at 0.04 when predicting the explosion pressure of
hydrogen using the equivalent TNT model through indoor experiments.

The magnitude of the explosion pressure (p) for the equivalent TNT explosive can be
calculated using the Jones–Wilkins–Lee equation of state (JWL-EOS) model [25]:

p = A
(

1− ω

R1ρ

)
e−R1ρ + B

(
1− ω

R2ρ

)
e−R2ρ + ωρeint (5)

where A (Pa), B (Pa), R1, R2, and ω are constants related to the equivalent TNT materials.
ρ is the ratio of the explosive density in the solid state and the current density, eint is
the specific internal energy at atmospheric pressure (J/kg), and ρ is the current density
(kg/m3) [32]. In Equation (5), the first two terms represent the magnitude of the high
pressure generated during the explosion, and the last term represents the magnitude of the
low pressure associated with the high volume loss owing to the explosion. The material
properties of the TNT explosive charges are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Input properties of TNT explosive for the JWL-EOS model [32].

Mass
Density
(kg/m3)

Detonation
Wave Speed

(m/s)
A (GPa) B (GPa) Ω R1 R2

Detonation
Energy Density

(kJ/kg)

1630 6930 373.8 3.747 0.35 4.15 0.9 3689

The numerical analysis models using equivalent TNT and JWL-EOS material models were
validated through a comparison with hydrogen explosion test data obtained by Nozu et al. [33].
The experiments were conducted in an open space in a sealed vinyl tent, as shown in Figure 3.
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Hydrogen gas was injected into the tent to achieve 30% hydrogen and 70% air. The setup was
designed to initiate a hydrogen explosion through ignition sources, such as electric sparks or
explosive devices (small quantities of C4 or TNT). A reinforced concrete wall structure with a
height, width, and thickness of 2 m, 10 m, and 0.15 m, respectively, was placed at a straight line
distance of 4 m from the explosion source. Data on the explosion pressure and displacement
characteristics acting on the concrete structure were measured using attached sensors. To
validate the reliability of the modeling techniques, the study developed a 3D numerical analysis
model capable of directly simulating the experiments conducted by Nozu et al. [33]. Figure 4
illustrates the propagation process of explosion pressure resulting from a hydrogen gas explosion
in a 3D numerical analysis simulation. The measurement data for the pressure and horizontal
displacement at specific locations (P2, P4, and D2) on the nearby reinforced concrete wall after
the explosion were compared with the simulation results, as shown in Figure 5. The predicted
pressure and horizontal displacement data obtained through the numerical simulation exhibited
overall similarity to the measurements obtained from the experiments. This confirms that
the equivalent TNT model based on the JWL-EOS (Jones–Wilkins–Lee equation of state) can
reasonably simulate the actual phenomenon of a hydrogen gas explosion.
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2.2.2. Mohr–Coulomb (M–C) Model

In this study, a three-dimensional analysis model was developed, assuming a specific
scenario in which an existing urban gas station will be converted into a hydrogen refueling
station. Figure 6 schematically illustrates the geographical information and the borehole
layout used in the model. In the figure, ‘NT-21′ indicates the locations where borehole
investigations were conducted. The composition of the stratum reflects the actual drilling
results of the site and was found to have stratigraphy in the order of silty sand, gravel,
silty sand, soft rock, hard rock, and soft rock layers at a depth of approximately 28 m from
the ground surface. Based on the results of this drilling investigation, a three-dimensional
simulation model was constructed, as shown in Figure 7. The gradient of the stratum
surface within the site was assumed to be a uniform horizontal plane.
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The ground property information is listed in Table 2. The mechanical properties of each
geological material were determined using results from indoor tests such as soil property
tests and triaxial compression tests. Furthermore, dynamic properties were estimated
based on the compressional wave velocity and shear wave velocity obtained from seismic
exploration for each depth. The equation for calculating dynamic properties is as follows:

Ed = 2× ρVs
2 × (1 + υd) (6)

υd =
1
2
×

(
vp
vs
)

2 − 2

(
vp
vs
)

2 − 1
(7)

where Ed represents the dynamic elastic modulus (MPa) and νd represents the dynamic
Poisson’s ratio (−). Vp and vs. are the compressional wave velocity (m/s) and shear wave
velocity (m/s), respectively.

Table 2. Material properties used in the numerical simulation model.

Geological
Stratum

Depth
(m)

Unit
Weight
(kN/m3)

Cohesion
(kPa)

Internal
Friction
Angle

(o)

Dynamic
Elastic

Modulus
(MPa)

Dynamic
Poisson’s

Ratio
(−)

Silty sand 2.0 18.5 5 27 205 0.395

Gravel sand 2.5 18 3 28 275 0.417

Silty sand 1.5 19 24 30 788 0.407

Soft rock 3.5 23 400 34 4600 0.357

Hard rock 15.5 26 2500 42 12,918 0.242

Soft rock 3.1 22 350 31 4600 0.357

2.2.3. Concrete Damage Plasticity Model

The protective structure of the hydrogen storage facility and tunnel lining was com-
posed of concrete and steel reinforcements embedded within the concrete. The elastoplastic
behavior of the material was evaluated using the Abaqus Concrete Damage Plasticity (CDP)
model [34]. The CDP model is defined for the stress–strain relationship as follows:

σc = (1− dc)Del
0 : (ε− ε

pl
c ) (8)
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σt = (1− dt)Del
0 : (ε− ε

pl
t ) (9)

where tension and compression are denoted by subscripts t and c, respectively, and where
σt represents the tensile stress vector and σc represents the compressive stress vector. Plastic
strain for tension and compression is expressed as ε

pl
t and ε

pl
c , respectively, and dt and

dc are variables representing damage in tension and compression as a function of plastic
strain, respectively. The damage variable is zero when there is no damage. Del

0 refers to
the initial elastic modulus before the material is damaged. Tables 3 and 4 show the input
parameters related to the CDP model, and this study used the stress–strain relationship
and damage–strain behavior for the compression of the M30-grade concrete material. The
data were obtained from Ref. [35].

Table 3. Input properties of M30 grade concrete [35].

Mass
Density

Young’s
Modulus

Poisson’s
Ratio

Dilation
Angle Eccentricity fb0/fc0 k Viscosity

Parameter

2500 kg/m3 26.6 GPa 0.2 310 0.1 1.16 0.67 0

Table 4. Tensile behavior of M30 grade concrete [35].

Tensile behavior
Stress (MPa) Strain

2.00 0.000000000
0.02 0.000943396

Tensile damage
Damage Strain

0.00 0.000000000
0.99 0.000943396

2.2.4. Steel Reinforcement in Tunnel Lining

The Johnson–Cook material model was used to implement the nonlinear elastoplastic
behavior characteristics of the IS-456 steel rebar material used as reinforcement for a hydrogen
storage protection concrete structure [36]. The arrangement, number, specifications, and
material properties of the steel rebars used in this simulation are presented in Figure 8, and
the stress–strain relationship of the steel reinforcement of IS-456 was obtained from Ref. [25].
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2.2.5. Air

In this study, the CEL method, which combines the advantages of Eulerian and La-
grangian modeling, was used to address element distortions and flow problems in Lagrangian
materials. The equation of state model for an ideal gas was used to simulate the atmosphere
around the explosive, and the density of air applied under atmospheric pressure and room
temperature conditions was 1.25 kg/m3, the gas constant was 287 J/kg/K, and the specific
heat was 1004 J/kg/K. The element used for the explosion simulation was a three-dimensional
8-node reduced integral (EC3D8R) element based on the Eulerian Continuum.
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2.3. Boundary Conditions and Mesh

To evaluate the vibration stability of nearby structures in the event of a hydrogen gas
explosion in a shallow storage tank (Figure 9), the bottom boundary of the analysis domain
was fixed (Ux = Uy = Uz = URx = URy = URz = 0). Additionally, fixed boundaries were applied
in the x-direction at the front face of the domain, and roller conditions were applied in the y-
and z-directions (Ux = URy = URz = 0). On the right side of the domain, fixed boundaries were
applied in the z-direction, whereas roller conditions were applied in the x- and y-directions
(Uz = URx = URy = 0). The left side of the domain has fixed boundaries in the z-direction, and the
rear face has fixed boundaries in the x-direction. Three-dimensional 8-node reduced integration
elements (C3D8R) were used for the protective concrete structure and the ground, whereas the
reinforcing steel bars in the protective concrete structure were discretized using B31 elements.
The explosive charge and surrounding atmosphere were represented by grids of the EC3D8R
element type, which are Eulerian-continuum-based reduced-integral elements with eight nodes.
In this study, a mesh-independent test was conducted to determine the optimal element size to
ensure consistency of the simulation results. Multiple analyses were performed for various grid
sizes, and the optimal grid size that yielded the convergent analysis results was determined.
Consequently, it was confirmed that the grid size near the explosion point should be at least
5 cm to obtain stable analytical results.
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3. Vibration Stability Evaluation Due to Hydrogen Gas Explosion

Figure 10 shows the simulation results obtained under the scenario of an explosion
occurring inside a hydrogen storage facility with a hydrogen concentration of 40%. The
results were used to evaluate the magnitude of the vibration velocity over time at obser-
vation points A, B, and C located on the ground surface. It is evident that the maximum
amplitude of the vibration was significantly higher closer to the explosion point, whereas
the amplitude of the vibration decreased as one moved away from the explosion source.
Figure 11 shows the field output results of the ground vibration velocity for the same
analysis across the entire domain. Immediately after the explosion, the blast stress wave
rapidly propagated to the surrounding ground. From a structural perspective, the blast
stress was more concentrated in the upper ground of the storage facility, close to the free
surface (i.e., the minimum resistance line).

Based on these simulation results and the domestic allowable limit of vibration for
building structures (Table 5), the vibration stability of aboveground building structures due
to gas explosions occurring in underground hydrogen storage was evaluated. Figure 12
illustrates the surface vibration velocity (V) as a function of horizontal distance (L) for
various hydrogen concentration explosion scenarios, represented by a power-law-based
nonlinear regression analysis. The dashed lines in the graph represent domestically legis-
lated vibration tolerance thresholds. In the range of horizontal distances from 3 to 60 m,
the maximum surface vibration velocity due to hydrogen gas explosions was evaluated
to be approximately 13 cm/s. With a 10% increase in hydrogen gas concentration, the
surface vibration velocity of the surrounding ground increased by approximately 30%. Ad-
ditionally, the ground vibration velocity showed a sharp decreasing trend until it reached
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the horizontal separation distance range of approximately 6–7 m and showed a relatively
gentle linear decreasing trend at separation distances of 7 m or more (an inflection point in
the slope exists). Although there are some differences in the explosion power depending
on the hydrogen gas concentration, the zone with a separation distance within 7 m can
be estimated as the fracture zone, where the plastic fracture is concentrated and stress (or
fracture energy) is released. At a separation distance of more than 7 m, only simple elastic
wave transmission occurred as an elastoplastic region accompanied by a few crack zones.
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Table 5. Allowable limit of vibration suggested by tunnel standard construction specifications [37].

Type of Structure Cultural Asset

Masonry Wall
(Brick, Stone,

etc.) and Wooden
Ceiling

Structure with
Underground

Foundations and
Concrete Slabs

Small and Medium
Building with

Reinforced Concrete
Frames and Slabs

Large Building
with Reinforced
Concrete/Steel

Frames and Slabs

Allowable
vibration values at

building
foundation (cm/s)

0.2–0.3 1.0 2.0 3.0 5.0
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Figure 13 shows the minimum required horizontal separation distance of building
structures obtained by applying domestic blast vibration tolerance standards to the sim-
ulation results derived in this study. For masonry buildings and wooden structures, the
minimum allowable separation distance tends to increase depending on hydrogen concen-
tration. However, for large RC buildings and steel structure buildings, a relatively short
minimum allowable separation distance was calculated, regardless of the concentration
of hydrogen leaked into the storage. It was predicted that there would be no significant
impact on the vibration stability of these large building structures if the separation distance
was secured to 6–7 m or more.
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4. Damage Stability Assessment of Nearby Underground Tunnel Structures Due to
Hydrogen Gas Explosion
4.1. Influence of Separation Distance of Nearby Tunnel Structures on Damage

In this study, to assess the damage to nearby underground structures caused by
hydrogen gas explosions, we conducted analyses by adding a tunnel structure to the
existing analysis domain and introduced parameters denoted as H (tunnel depth) and
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L (separation distance from the hydrogen storage facility). The scenario of a hydrogen
gas explosion in a hydrogen storage facility, which acts as an explosion source, assumes
conditions of large-scale deformation of the entire area of the protective structure owing
to a large-scale explosion, which corresponds to the case in which a hydrogen charging
station with a capacity of 200 kg/day causes a complete explosion. Figure 14 shows a
conceptual diagram of the simulation model for evaluating the damage stability of nearby
underground tunnel structures due to hydrogen gas explosions. Table 6 lists the main
variable conditions for each analysis case.
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Table 6. Geometric conditions for numerical simulation cases.

Classification
Separation
Distance,

(m)

Depth,
(m)

Minimum
Distance

(m)

Central
Interval

(m)

Angle in the
Direction of the

Explosion Source (◦)

Case 1 5 8 5 12.5 0
Case 2 8 8 8 12.5 0
Case 3 10 8 10 18.5 0
Case 4 5 12 6 13 18
Case 5 5 16.4 6.5 15 34

Figure 15 shows the simulation results depicting the damage behavior of the tunnel
lining according to the change in the horizontal separation distance under the same tunnel
depth of 8 m (H = 8 m). In all the analysis results, the damage zone owing to tensile defor-
mation tended to be more widely distributed than that caused by compressive deformation,
and the degree of damage decreased as the separation distance increased. In particular,
the distribution of damage in Cases 2 and 3, with separation distances of 8 and 10 m,
respectively, significantly decreased compared with Case 1, where the minimum separation
distance was set at 5 m. This trend was consistent with the minimum separation distance
discussed in Section 3. In terms of the damage distribution characteristics, although there
was a difference depending on the separation distance, damage patterns showing linearity
along the axial direction of the tunnel were consistently observed. When these linear
damage patterns are compared with the stratum where the tunnel structure is located (see
Table 2), it can be seen that damage tends to be concentrated at the boundaries between
strata (A, B, C in Figure 16), and this is caused by differences in dynamic characteristics
(i.e., characteristic impedance) of the materials (rock, soil, etc.) that make up the stratum.
Under the current analysis conditions, the dynamic properties of the materials that make
up the strata are different, which can be considered to cause flexural fracture owing to
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the deviation at each boundary, as it causes stress deviation according to the material
response characteristics.
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4.2. Influence of Tunnel Depth on Damage

Figure 17 shows the results of the damage analysis performed under three different
tunnel depths (H = 8, 12, and 16.4 m) at the same horizontal separation distance (L) of
5 m. In terms of the minimum separation distance between the explosion source and the
underground tunnel structure, Case 1 had the closest separation distance (5 m), followed by
Cases 4, 5, 2, and 3 (see Table 6). The damage patterns in Cases 1 and 4 were noteworthy. In
terms of the minimum separation distance, Case 1 is slightly closer to the explosion source
with a difference of 1 m, but the two analysis results show totally different damage patterns,
and it appears to be more dominant in the distribution pattern of the damage owing to
the tensile deformation for Case 4. As mentioned above, this can be attributed to the close
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relationship between the damage distribution and dynamic characteristics of the stratum in
the area where the underground tunnel structure is located. Figure 18 shows the geological
boundary and explosion wave directions based on the tunnel location in the stratum model.
The shape and distribution of the tensile damage zone in Case 4 clearly corresponded to
the stratum boundary, and symmetric damage patterns for the propagation direction of the
explosion stress waves propagating from the explosion source were also observed.

Case 5 in Figure 17 shows the damage behavior when an underground tunnel structure
exists in a single medium. Here, the shortest separation distance between the explosion
source and tunnel structure is 6.5 m, which assumes an explosion near the field. It can
be confirmed that the overall compression damage occurred in the direction in which
the explosion stress wave propagated. A spherical tensile damage zone was observed at
the point where the wavefront of the explosion stress wave and the underground tunnel
structure met a tangent line, which is believed to be due to the spalling phenomenon
covered in the general blasting theory.

When evaluating the overall analysis results from a conservative standpoint, it was
concluded that the safety of the tunnel structure can be ensured when a minimum separa-
tion distance of at least 10 m is maintained, assuming an underground hydrogen storage
explosion scenario with specifications such as the analysis conditions. In addition, it was
confirmed that when an underground structure is situated in multilayered ground, the
structural and dynamic characteristics of the ground layers are very important factors in
assessing the stability of the adjacent structure against a hydrogen gas explosion.

The results of this analysis suggest that not only simple separation distances but
also the dynamic properties of the ground materials comprising geological structures
are crucial factors that should be fully considered when designing disaster responses for
underground hydrogen storage. Therefore, by incorporating accurate ground properties
into the simulation model through in situ ground investigation and dynamic property
characterization, a more reliable and safer design of the storage facility can be achieved,
minimizing damage in the event of a hydrogen gas explosion.
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Since this study, a specific scenario-based analysis and evaluation were conducted fo-
cusing on the target structure, without considering the application of additional techniques
for ground vibration mitigation. Consequently, further exploration is needed, including
an analysis of more general cases and a review of additional techniques for ground vibra-
tion reduction. For instance, research by Herbut et al. [38] has studied the impact of the
structural form of trenches within the ground on vibration attenuation, proposing optimal
sensor placements for field verification [39]. Furthermore, research by Li et al. [40] utilized
a dynamic indoor experimental apparatus to investigate the attenuation of dynamic energy
propagation based on the discontinuity shapes within the bedrock. Thus, further verifica-
tion of the analytical results through laboratory-scale experiments or small-scale field tests
seems necessary, and the integration of various techniques for ground vibration mitigation
appears essential.

5. Conclusions

In this study, numerical analysis was conducted to assess the impact of hydrogen ex-
plosion vibrations on the ground subsurface and nearby underground structures, assuming
a disaster scenario involving a hydrogen gas explosion at a low-depth underground hydro-
gen storage facility. To simulate the dynamic behavior against a hydrogen gas explosion,
Dassault Systems’ ABAQUS 2023 software was employed, and the JWL-EOS model based
on the equivalent TNT was applied. The model examined the impact of ground surface
vibrations on buildings and the damage behavior of nearby underground structures in the
event of a hydrogen gas explosion at a hydrogen storage facility. The main conclusions
drawn from this study are as follows:

1. To examine the impact of ground vibrations on the surrounding building, ground
vibration levels were assessed at various separation distances (the distance between
the measurement point and the explosion source) with hydrogen concentrations
of 20%, 30%, and 40%. A distinct difference was observed in the tendency of the
ground surface vibration to decrease as the separation distance increased based on
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a separation distance of 7 m. Within a separation distance of 7 m, a sharp decline in
the vibration velocity was evident, whereas beyond this range, a relatively gradual
decrease in the trend was observed.

2. The surface vibration velocity measured at the range of 3–60 m from the explosion
source was approximately 13 cm/s (13 Kine), although there was a deviation de-
pending on the hydrogen gas concentration. However, above a separation distance
of approximately 35 m, the surface vibration velocity converged to approximately
1 cm/s. After evaluating the impact of vibrations on ground structures by substituting
the predicted vibration velocity values from a simulation model into the blast vibra-
tion tolerance standards legislated in Korea, it was determined that safety against
ground vibrations can be ensured at a separation distance of approximately 6–7 m or
more when targeting large reinforced concrete structures.

3. In the numerical analysis evaluating the impact of a hydrogen gas explosion on
nearby underground tunnel structures, safety against explosions could be assured
when the minimum separation distance was 10 m or more regardless of the direction
(horizontal or vertical). From a conservative perspective, maintaining a minimum
separation distance of 10 m or more from the hydrogen storage facility is believed to
definitively ensure the damage stability of nearby tunnel structures against a hydrogen
gas explosion.

4. The dynamic damage effects on the underground structures were predicted to exhibit
substantial variations depending on the dynamic properties of the stratum. The
mutual interaction between the stratigraphic surface of the ground layer and the
boundary surface of the structure can vary considerably depending on the location of
the underground structure. When a stratigraphic surface with significant differences
in dynamic characteristics aligns with the boundary of the structure, more damage
may occur owing to the bending failure behavior caused by stress deviation. Fur-
thermore, the impact of a hydrogen gas explosion on nearby underground tunnel
structures may depend on various factors, including the hydrogen storage infras-
tructure (storage scale, structural characteristics, and damping structure), as well as
the characteristics of the underground tunnel structure. There are still numerous
details that require discussion and validation, and these issues will be addressed in
our forthcoming research.
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